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Theatre and 
Stage size 

Small and compact and small (not 
raised) stage. Not much room for 
manoeuvres. No curtain. Projected back 
drop images. Backstage entries/exits 
both sides. 

Arts Complex, Solihull. 
Modern theatre, reasonably large stage. Main 
curtain and inside curtains, backdrop. Full 
access either side and at back and by using 
stairs as part of the set. 

Crescent Theatre, Birmingham. I know this 
stage well as I performed ‘Les Miserables’ 
here. Reasonably large stage Main curtain 
and inside curtains, backdrop. Full access 
either side for this show. 

Music/Band Backing Tracks. The theatre has a small 
sound and light section as it is a small 
cosy theatre. There wouldn’t have been 
enough room to fit a band and an 
audience in. Backing tracks sound level 
was a little too loud on occasions. 

Fairly large band:  Violin, Saxophone, Clarinet, 
Trumpet, Guitar, Drums, Cello, Trombone, 
Keyboards, Bass and percussion. 

Medium sized band- strings, keyboards, 
percussion, brass, drums 

Scenery/Props Minimal due to space available. Simple 
props like a single chair, torture rack for 
Pugsley was a lie down one which 
doubled as his bed. Table for Full 
Disclosure was probably the largest 
furniture prop. 

Full set. Tomb stones. Gate. Crypt entrance. 
Stairs and mezamine floor. Torture ‘wall’ for 
Pugsley. Full banquet table for full disclosure Pull 
across screens for changes of rooms. Quite 
complicated scene changes. Pugsley’s bed had 
a monster underneath. 

Same set used but without the stairs and 
screens. More simple set moves. No monster 
under Pugsley’s bed. Used inside curtains 
more for scene changes. 

Costumes The costumes in all 3 were very similar as obviously they were all the Addams Family characters as people know them and then the 
Ancestors. The Beineke’s were dressed very similarly in all 3 productions. 

Cast 9 Ancestors and the Family and the 
Beineke’s. 2 Pugsleys shared the part. 

12 Dancestors, 20 Ancestors , the Family and the 
Beineke’s 2 Pugsleys shared the part. 

11 Ancestors, (3 of which were children) the 
Family and the Beineke’s. 1 Pugsley. 

Characters Morticia’s characterisation was very similar in all 3. However, in the Worcester version the character seemed a little less stressed and angry 
as in the other two. 

Gomez Spanish accent Spanish accent American accent 
 Character of Gomez was very similar in each one. Sometimes because of the Spanish accent the audience didn’t quite hear or get all of the 

jokes. 
Lurch Typical Lurch character but as you 

would expect Lurch to be. 
Much more funny with face expressions made 
audience laugh a lot. 

Typical Lurch character but as you would 
expect Lurch to be. 

Fester Full moon scene. Face on moon. Puppet 
on a wire for journey to the moon. 
Very lively character. 

Full moon scene with dance. Rocket prop. Face 
on moon at end.  
Very lively. 

Cast just looking at imaginary moon, no face 
at the end. Rocket prop. 
Not so lively. 



 


